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Abstract. We propose a web-based system to convert the scanned document images into digital text and there after to the corresponding audio in Daisy 3.0 format in Indian languages. The system consists of a
document image segmentation module, an ocr to extract text out of
document images, and a text-to-speech (tts) module for speech synthesis. Our ocr engine employs a bi-directional lstm based recognizer
with publicly available segmentation components. Our tts uses a Deep
Voice 3.0 implementation for text to audio, in addition to the publicly
available systems. The audio book creation system is validated on nearly
200 books containing 15100 pages across four Indian languages. The system is built in a modular manner, with facility for human edits, and
easy to extend to many other Indian languages. The proposed system
enables user to create and access audio books remotely through a simple
web interface. The system archives image, ocr output, and audio of the
corresponding text for further improvement in a later stage.
Keywords: ocr · tts · audiobook · region segmentation.
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Introduction and Related Work

Assistive technologies help the visually impaired (vi) people to access necessary
information like textbooks, newspapers, magazines, and business documents.
With the current rate of growth in vi population in India, it is estimated that
the country will be home to 115 million vi people by the end of 2050 [1]. As of the
current times, India harbors 20 percent of the estimated world vi population 1
making the need for assistive technologies imperative. There exists ocr engines,
and ttss apis for English and many of the European languages. However, in the
case of Indian languages, these are not available. Being not much commercially
attractive, this area does not get to attract entrepreneurs. This demands explorations and prototyping from academic researchers. Challenges primarily stem
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from the lack of reliable ocrs and ttss for Indian languages. India has as many
as 23 languages [2] with other challenges, such as non-standardization of fonts,
rendering schemes, and lack of researchers working in this domain. Commercial
and reliable ocrs are still far from available for Indian languages. This is an
attempt to deploy an academic ocr for a problem of practical importance.
There have been attempts in the past in creating tools and interfaces for vi in
Indian languages like [6] and [4]. This paper attempts to address the need of the
vi community by presenting a web-based system for robust text recognition and
text-to-speech conversion. The developed system facilitates rapid prototyping
and experimentation over different components like the ocr system, the textto-speech system.
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Our Contribution

Our objective is to develop an interactive system that can generate audio books
or audio content in Indian languages. In this regard,
– we demonstrate the practical utility of Indian language ocrs adapted from
our earlier work [5] for creating textual content from document images.
– we also demonstrate the Indian language tts for speech creation in the modern deep learning frameworks based on [9] along with the publicly available
tts implementations.
– a web-based system is developed and demonstrated to convert scanned documents into audio content with the feasibility of (i) manual tagging for unique
tags in Daisy (ii) manual overriding in case of failures of any of the automatic
image processing or recognition modules.
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Details of the System

Fig. 1: shows the block diagram of our proposed system. It takes scanned pages
as input and performs automatic region segmentation with manual tagging. ocr
module recognizes text content and tts module generates audio content.
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The key components of our system are region segmentation, ocr, and tts
modules, as shown in Figure 1.
Region Segmentation Module: The region segmentation module extracts
text regions from the document images as a precursor to the recognition module.
We do it on top of Tesseract [8]. While our segmentation module is automatic,
we also provide a ‘user interface to correct any potential errors in the automatic region segmentation results to achieve higher text recognition accuracy
and eventually, better audio of the recognized text.
OCR Module: We use bi-directional lstm based multi-lingual ocr [8] engine
to convert the extracted text segments in the document images to plain digital text contents for four Indian languages namely Hindi, English, Telugu, and
Malayalam.
TTS Module: We have adopted the NYANKO-BUILD 2 implementation of
Deep Voice 3 [7] trained on IndicSpeech [9] text corpus for two Indian languages
(Hindi, Telugu and Malayalam) and LJSpeech [3] dataset for English corpus.
tts module takes plain text and produces audio book in DAISY format as an
output.
3.1

Experiments

We have tested our system on more than 15,100 pages of the various books in
four languages (statistics of the dataset is shown in Table 1). The table below
highlights ocr accuracy as more than 85% for word-level for all languages. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the live demo of our audio book portal for creating
Indian language content. ocr is evaluated on a set of ground truth pages, and
tts quality is subjectively assessed.
Language
English
Telugu
Hindi
Malayalam

No. of Books No. of Pages WA User Feedback
54
10966
95.88 Needs Indian English accent
45
1075
87.71 Good quality and human accent
45
400
86.52 Good quality
43
2682
85.30 Human accent

Table 1: Shows the statistics of scanned books used for the experiments, obtained
text recognition accuracy, and user feedback by listening to the converted DAISY
audio book. WA: indicates word accuracy.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a web-based system that converts raw scanned
document pages of the book into Daisy formatted audiobook content much more
2
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Fig. 2: shows a screenshot of the live demo of our portal for creating Indian
language content.

efficiently than previously introduced systems to serve vi students and assist
their teachers. The system is a practical solution that can be actively used and
experimented upon by the community. The proposed work is deployed at http:
//bhasha.iiit.ac.in/audiobook/. In the future, we will provide a public api
to communicate and enable access to the system. We will also extend the effort
to create more plugin modules such as equation, table, and figure understanding
modules that will enable rapid experimentation and prototyping.
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